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Most important questions in recreational fisheries policy amount to questions of
allocation. Resource managers may be driven by complex, multidimensional goals (e.g.,
stock sustainability, enhancing angler welfare, raising revenues), but the means by
which these ends are attained always involve the explicit or implicit allocation of scarce
fish or fishing opportunities across sectors and between anglers. In this talk, Josh
Abbott discusses how the science of the allocation of scarce resources, economics, has
been used (and, at times, abused) to inform policy debates in recreational fisheries. To
ground his remarks, Josh will draw upon his own recent research in the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico red snapper fishery. Using survey evidence gathered from for-hire anglers and
vessel owners, Josh will demonstrate how many workaday policies in recreational
fishery management “ration” fishery resources in a way that is both economically
suspect and arguably unfair. Finally, Josh will present the results of a 2-year “policy
experiment” in the same fishery that addresses these criticisms by selectively adapting
rights-based approaches utilized in many commercial fisheries to the recreational
context.
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of Economics and Statistics.
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